build your right burger

pick one
- beef: 3.15
- turkey: 3.39
- veggie burger: 3.59

select your 3 free toppings
- pickles
- lettuce
- tomatoes
- jalapeños
- raw onions

add these
- american: 0.49
- swiss: 0.49
- provolone: 0.49
- sautéed onions: 0.89
- mushrooms: 0.95
- bacon (2 slices): 1.05

pizza your way

classic set-ups
- chicken wings (6): 5.99
  - plain
  - jerk
  - old bay
- grilled cheese: 2.09
- Italian Sausage with peppers and onions: 3.99
- hot dog: 2.05
- french fries: 2.05
- cole slaw (side): 1.09

cheese pizza: 4.25
pepperoni pizza: 4.75
vegetable pizza: 4.50